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Omg what a book Epic it had it all
Romance,betrayal,sadness,anger,laughter and lots of action I
love Zoey so much she is a bad ass Heroine and her and
Team Rogue rock my world all of her sisters plus the amazing
Chrissy are the best sisters tearing up the bad guys and man
was Olivia a sick and twisted psycho and then we have Declan
my god I love that stubborn alpha male he is zoey s match in
every way and the way they come together hot hot hot we
waited a long time for book 2 but Lizzy does not disappoint
there was a huge twist that had my jaw on the floor in the best
way lol you going to have to read it to find out and I m praying
there s a 3rd book in this series 5 action packed stars I ve been
waiting to read this book and it did not disappoint What can I
say without giving too much away Zoey is amazing Strong as
ever, trying to figure out how to handle being in charge of
Team Rouge I enjoyed reading about Zoey s thought process,
she has to figure out all the minutia of being in charge of her
own team, all the while dealing with blackouts, being set up
and she is trying really hard to be a great leader for her team
and make the right choices Her strength of having a great heart
and trying to do what is right guides her choices and
actions.She s still pissed at Declan rightly so and it takes
Declan s none wavering support to slowly chip away at the
anger over what Declan did, especially since he leaves her
without an explanation for his actions for so long.I love Zoey s
friendship with Vicki and Chrissy plus all of Declan s brothers
are hilarious Olivia pushes her agenda and the show down I ve
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been waiting for finally goes down.Still trying not to give to
much away, the only thing I wish is for there to be a epilogue I
love Zoey and I would love a little glimpse into her future, you
know just a small window into her future life.Love Zoey, Love
Team Rouge, LOVE Declan and this series. A Confrontation Is
Brewingfrustrated And Heartbroken, Zoey Turns To Declan,
The One Man Charged With Hunting Her Down And The Only
Person She Knows Who Can Help Her Determined To Do
What S Right Regardless Of The Cost, Zoey Strikes Out On
Her Own As Leader Of Team Rogue, A Vigilante Group Of
Beautifully Lethal Women Dedicated To Protecting The
Innocent Her Challenges Soon Become Overwhelming As She
Is Wanted Dead Or Alive By Two Opposing Supernatural
Societies Making Matters Worse, She Is Plagued By Blackouts
That May Compromise Her Missions Politically Adept, Declan
Knows How To Walk The Fine Line Between Helping The
Woman He Loves And Remaining Loyal To His Family What
The Powerful Enforcer Chief Doesn T Know Is How To Keep
Zoey Safe From Their Common Enemy Time Is Running Out
For Zoey And Her Team If Her Enemies Don T Find Her, Her
Inability To Control Her Actions Will Land Her In Hot Water, If
Not Dead Aware Of The Dangers, She Proposes A Tempting
Deal To Declan Spend Every Night In His Bed, As He Asked
Her Long Ago If, He And His Powerful Family Align With Team
Rogue In The Coming Confrontation Between Their Societies
Zoey Avenger picks up 2 months after Zoey Rogue Zoey feels
betrayed by Declan and wants nothing to do with him Team
Rogue is still determined to rid the world of as many Cambions
as possible but Zoey s blackout episodes have increased and
there are no leads on how to slow or stop them Team Rogue
has increased from the 5 original members to over 50 and they
have little money, food, medical and weapon supplies and
running from location to location is exhausting and costly
However, Zoey is determined to keep her crew safe and the
opportunity to get her hands on the money needed comes in
the form of an Incubus Enforcer named Aiden Declan is
determined to give Zoey her space in fear of pushing her away
even but he always has someone watching out for her and his
brother is now in Zoey s hands Zoey would never intentionally
hurt any of Declan brothers but that doesn t mean she can t
use him to get what she needs Olivia, chief of IAB and mom to
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the original 5 girls want Zoey, Ethan goes missing and
everything points to Zoey In order to get the answer Zoey need
she s willing to turn herself in to Olivia but time is running out
and not only does Zoey have about 3 weeks left she also has a
bounty on head She needs to find out what s causing the
blackouts and Chrissy is trying her hardest to find an answer A
man in a mask helps her out of sticky situations and she is
determined to find out who he is and how she does it will have
you laughing out loud A war is raging and after seeing all of the
halflings Olivia killed, finding out what Olivia did to Sienna,
Ethan s wife Zoey s main priority becomes killing Olivia but she
needs Declan s help Declan is in a position where he can
support Zoey but he also has to make sure he does nothing to
jeopardize his position The plan is set in place and no matter
Zoey s state physically or mentally, she is determined to take
Olivia out once and for all I enjoyed this book as much as I did
Zoey Rogue and I love the girls than ever Their back and forth
banter will make you laugh and their love for each other shows
than ever I also enjoyed Aiden and Grant a lot, they will give
you a few laughs There was definitely a happy surprise in this
book and I would love to have of Zoey and Declan, Ginny and
Tommy or even Vikki and Liam in the future If you haven t read
this series I highly suggest you pick it up and if you read Zoey
Rogue this is a must read You won t be disappointed. Another
great continuation to the Incubatti series Zoey and Team
Rogue are still running away from the destiny everyone tells
them they have, and that they innately feel to be right Not
because they aren t attracted to the powerful Incubus, but
because they want freedom to pursue what they love, which is
riding the world of Cambions and in doing, protecting
humankind As they are pursued from all sides, they must figure
out how to stay alive, deal with every arising challenge, and
learn to trust those who in the past have wanted to restrict their
freedom.Zoey, as the leader, struggles with the challenges of
leading a team and keeping them safe While Declan does all
he can to show her he loves her and supports her, yet wants
her at his side, Zoey must learn to forgive him for the past. I
hate reviews that just tell you what happened in the book What
kinda review is that if I wanted to know what happened in the
entire book I ll read it Now that being said I loved this book I
seriously could not put it down I started with Rogue 2 days ago
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and thank god I have Avenger to read afterwards or I would
have gone nuts waiting to find out what happen Zoey is
everything you want in a character, she s bad ass, kills the bad
guys like there s no tomorrow, but still cares for and looks out
for all her friends She goes through hell and high water to over
come the obstacles put before her to achieve her ultimate goal
A place safe for her and her Halfling friends The flip side of this
is Declan Hot totty with abs to spare The man caught between
his political world and his never ending love for his little Zoey
He has to decide what is important in his life and find ways to
make it happen, all while not upsetting the balance and
causing an all out war Once you start reading this series you
will not be able to put it down. Ok after the long and agonizing
wait Zoey Avenger is here and I freaking loved it You get so
many answers, so much action, sex magic, and awesome
Zoey moments I don t want to say anything without giving
anything away, but I have to say I love Declan even , I love
Team Rogue so much but how could I not , and you gotta love
Ethan, he really helps give us a look on the inside of his family
which is great to finally get some answers as well Also Zoey,
well this girly has so much going on it takes you in a couple
circles, but it s all worth it I don t want to say any without giving
anything away except that it s amazing If you haven t read
book one, Zoey Rogue, pick it up now Though I do hope there
is a book three This took me so much longer to read then I
wanted only because I had to work Love Declan and Zoey This
story was even better I loved the fighting and everything
Declan did for Zoey Pissed me off that he would not tell her
what happened Would be interesting to see a prequel about
Declans mom though that will probably piss me off Really hate
Olivia she is crazy She will do anything to get what she wants
even if that means killing a bunch of people all she saw was
progress nothing emotional was connected I hope Lizzy writes
another I would love to see Zoey Rogue team I am even
interested in seeing about the other team members and there
soul mate. My Declan is back and I m so excited I ve missed
my man, his hand remained on her forearm, and he rested his
other on her hip without moving out of her way Don t fight me
tonight, he said huskily, his breath stirring the hair on the back
of her neck Let me fix this He s trying to redeem himself and I
think for a man whose as strong and powerful as he is, is really

hot and noble, an incubus eff An enforcer deals with facts and
truth, he began in the same raw whisper Zoey, I don t know
what to do but I can t lose you Sometimes Declan just wants
his girl, give Grant his marching orders and come home with
me It was of a command this time, whispered in his husky
voice, his hazel eyes piercing His idea generally always lead to
the bedroom, you come home with me, and we eff until one of
us passes out The ending was good and it leaves room for if
Lizzy decides that Declan needs another book. I know J
shouldn t have had high expectations , especially after the first
book, but I was really hoping that the series would get better
Sadly, it didn t, but I don t really have anything negative to say
about it it was me, not the book.
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